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Viking Hood 

for HRM Liadan ingen Fheradaig II 

 
A Viking hood based on the Skjoldehamn find pattern. Photo and hood by TH Lady Ceara Shionnach, modelled by 

Lady Amelot de Akeney. Viking wire weaving trim by Lady Amelot de Akeney. 

http://cearashionnach.wordpress.com/  

http://cearashionnach.wordpress.com/
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1. Introduction 
I was asked by HRM Liadan ingen Fheradaig II to make a ‘fancy Viking hood’ for her to wear during her second reign. 

Due to the Crown and Coronation being held on the same day, there was a tight turn around for the design and 

creation of the hood. 

The wool, silk and linen material used in this hood was provided by HRM Liadan. 

2. Background 
The hood I made is based on the Norwegian Skjoldehamn hood (Figure 1), as described by Løvlid (2009), which is 

made of three squares of wool – the main square and two gores that are roughly half that dimension. The main 

piece has been folded in half and slit almost all the way up (leaving a 2.5cm section at the top that is not cut), and 

the gores are sewn onto the front and back (rather than the sides, as would usually be expected by modern 

standards). 

Figure 1: The Skjoldehamn hood find (Norway, 10th century) 

Image source: Løvlid 2009 
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Lucas (2009-12) proposed that, synthesising various papers on the find, the reconstructed pattern would have been 

a main piece of 60cm squared with two gores 30cm squared. Lucas (2009-12) also drew a diagram of the various 

stitches involved, showing that the raw edges were not hemmed and were simply whip stitched for support. In fact, 

the stitches used on this hood (decorative or otherwise) were whip stitch and an oblique basting stitch. 

Using the information from Løvlid (2009) and Lucas (2009-12), combined with some practical advice from TH Lady 

Ailis inghean Mheadhbha, I increased the size of the pattern to better fit the intended recipient; to a 70cm square 

main piece and 35cm square gores. The fabric I used for the main pattern was a thick red wool provided by the 

recipient. 

Unlike the extant hood, this hood was requested to be lined. The recipient provided blue linen to line the hood with, 

which is a fabric that was commonly used in the relevant time period. 

The extant hood also had a tie on either side of the face, however, the recipient requested these not be included in 

the final product. 

Whilst the embroidery stitches would have traditionally been used to join the hood pieces together, performing both 

structural and decorative roles, I machine stitched the seams in the outer and lining first. This allowed the piece to 

be more workable (without the need for pins, which catch on the embroidery threads). It also provides further seam 

support so that future thread breakages and ripped seams are less likely. 

3. Designing the hood 
The original design I drew for the hood (figure 2). Originally, I was going to use a circular pattern of gold couching on 

the silk trim decoration, based on a seam treatment pattern from the Oseberg find, around the face and shoulders. 

This was to mimic the shape of the ouroboros (snake eating its tail), which is a personal symbol of the recipient. 

However, after applying the silk it became apparent that it wasn’t going to be a feasible technique to be completed 

(it would create puckering in the silk, which was not ideal). 

Figure 2: Original design of the hood for HRM Liadan II 

Image source: drawn by TH Lady Ceara Shionnach, July 2014 

 

I was originally going to use a herringbone stitch along the seams, however, I later changed my mind to Ösenstich 

which would allow me to incorporate the gold metal thread in a circular pattern elsewhere on the hood. 

Other than the two changes mentioned above, the finished hood is largely consistent with the original idea. 
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4. Hood Decoration 
The recipient requested that the hood be ‘fancy’ so as to match her station as Crown. As such, I investigated 

decoration options found in the late Viking cultures. One of the easiest ways to make this simple hood pattern 

fancier is to embroider it. Embroidery was not common in the early Viking years, however, as they expanded their 

geographic range they began to copy elements from neighbouring cultures, including embroidery, from about half 

way through the ninth century (Priest-Dorman, 1993-1997). 

4.1.  Silk Trim 
Ingstad (last accessed July 2014) has detailed drawings, descriptions and analysis/discussion on the various finds 

from the Oseberg ship. Ingstad writes that fabrics have been found in at least 50 graves in Birka (Sweden) dated 

to the Viking age, probably of Norwegian origin. She also notes that similar silk fabrics were manufactured and 

used in Byzantium and the Middle-East in that period, which were sometimes cut up and used as decoration on 

otherwise plain clothing. Furthermore, silk strips are listed in the Oseberg finds. These particular silk strips had 

needle marks on both lengthwise sides and were likely attached to a wool fabric at some point (Ingstad, last 

accessed July 2014). 

Using this information, I decided to add silk strips as decoration to the hood. The warm, yellow silk, which was 

provided by the recipient, had the cut edges ironed over and were sewn on with buttonhole stitch in white, plied 

wool. 

4.2.  Buttonhole Embroidery 
One common stitch that was used for structural and decorative purposes on a variety of clothing in the Viking 

cultures was blanket stitch (aka buttonhole stitch). This stitch is known to be used on edges to stop edges from 

fraying, and can be used to help join braid to fabric (e.g. as found on a cloak from a chieftain’s grave found at 

Evebo Eide) (Baker, 2009). 

I used buttonhole stitch embroidery for a structural purpose – to appliqué the silk strips to the wool base of the 

hood – and for a decorative purpose by making it a contrasting colour and texture (in white wool). 

4.3.  Ösenstich Embroidery 
Ösenstich has been found sewn to various items of clothing (Entenwirth, 2013; Priest-Dorman, Carolyn, 1993-

1997) as ornamentation and can be made as three dimension shapes such a closely spaced mesh stitched into a 

tube, or as a flat metallic trim (Priest-Dorman, Carolyn (1993-1997). It was probably undertaken with wire 

without using a needle. 

Stitches similar to Ösenstich have been found used as seam ornamentation, such as on the Oseberg garment 

seams, the Sutton Hoo pillow and the 10th century Mammen grave clothing (Priest-Dorman, 1993-1997). 

As gold and silver thread embroideries have been found on Viking clothing (Priest-Dorman, 1993-1997), and I 

had gold twist made from metal, I substituted the wire thread for gold twist. All of the main seams of the hood I 

made are decorated in Ösenstich. 
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4.4. Wire weaving 
The Anglo-Saxon Vikings through the 8th-10th century used wire weaving (aka trichinopoly) as jewellery, edging 

for clothing and sewn on clothing as trim (Haley, last accessed July 2014). 

An example of the Viking wire weaving being  sewn into clothing was found on a 10th century silk cuff from 

Välsgarde graves 15 and 12 respectively from Uppland, Sweden was found (Miklagard, last accessed July 2014). 

In this example, the wire was woven through the edge of the fabric. As the rest of the cuff was silk, I assume this 

was likely from a more upper class member of Viking society (as discussed in my summary). 

As I have never undertaken Viking wire weaving before, and was given a tight deadline in which to finish this 

hood, I enlisted Lady Amelot de Akeney to make some wire weaving for me in silver wire. This saved time as she 

could make the wire weaving as I made the rest of the hood. I couched the wire weaving around the hood 

opening, which is decorative, hides the seam that joins the lining to the outer wool and provides protection 

against wearing the seams out around the face. It also has the unexpected bonus of encouraging the face of the 

hood to sit slightly open. 

4.5.  Thread Choices 
Gold and silver thread embroideries have been found and dated to the Viking cultures (Priest-Dorman, 1993-

1997). Their use in Viking clothing was likely a status symbol worn by only the elite (Petersen, 2012). As this hood 

was requested by the Crown – the highest rank in the SCA – it seemed appropriate to use gold thread and silver 

wire in the decoration of this hood. 

Wool embroidery was found decorating the 10th century Mammen cloak of what appears to be a high ranking 

man, including the use of white, indigo blue and madder red (Jones, 2002-2005). As such, I undertook the 

blanket stitch to secure the silk strips to the woollen hood in a white wool thread – consistent with the rank of 

the recipient and the style/materials used in this time period and culture. 

5. Summary 
It is likely that the use of gold, silver and silk in clothing were seen as luxuries worn by only the elite in Viking 
society (Petersen, 2012). Blue and red were popular colours, though archaeologists have found examples of a 
wide variety of colours used by these cultures (Petersen, 2012). This source supports the use of red wool, silk 
trimming, gold embroidery and silver wire weaving as appropriate to the nobility of a Viking persona, thus 
matching the status and persona of the hood recipient. 

I have made several extrapolations for decorating this hood as few entire examples of hoods and other clothing 

of the Viking have survived through time or been found by archaeologists. However, all materials, stitches and 

patterns are based on extant elements from Viking finds (particularly focused around the later 10th-11th 

centuries). 
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6. Finished Hood 

The finished product took me approximately 27 hours to cut out, construct and embroider. This excludes the time 

taken by Amelot to weave the wire trim around the face of the hood. 

This is the first time I’ve ever made a hood, a Viking style item, and the first time I’ve used Ösenstich or appliquéd 

with blanket stitch. Overall, I’m pleased with the result. 

Figure 3: Completed hood, modelled by Lady Amelot de Akeney 

Image source: Photo and hood by TH Lady Ceara Shionnach, July 2014 
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Figure 4: Detail of stitching on the front of the completed hood 

Image source: Photo and hood by TH Lady Ceara Shionnach, July 2014, silver wire weaving by Lady Amelot de 

Akeney 
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